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Jasmina Al-Qaisi 

Jasmina Al-Qaisi is formally a visual ethnographer and a cultural correspondent. 
She writes as she speaks in her own English, caught between sound and visual poetry. 
She lives in Berlin hides in the archive of the art and project space Savvy Contemporary. 

jasminescu.com
 

Sam Conran 

Sam Conran is a British sound artist, hardware hacker and composer of experimental electronic music 
based in Leipzig, DE. Conran’s work is a hybrid of procedural based computer music and live electronics 
focused on exploring compositional strategies within the fields of psychoacoustics, cybernetics and 
complex systems.

samconran.com

Patrick Cruz 

Patrick Cruz (b. 1987, Manila, Philippines) is a Filipino-Canadian artist working between Toronto, Canada 
and Manila, Philippines. Cruz studied at the University of the Philippines Diliman and received his BFA from 
Emily Carr University of Art + Design and an MFA at the University of Guelph. Driven by folk sentiment, his 
multi-disciplinary practice is informed by his interest in cultural hybridity, the project of decolonization, and 
the paradoxical effects of globalization. Cruz is the founder of Kamias Special Projects, an artist run space 
in Quezon City, Philippines that hosts the Kamias Triennial; an educational week-long event that serves as a 
platform for cross-cultural exchange. In 2015, Cruz won the national title for the 17th annual RBC Canadian 
Painting Competition.

patrickcruz.org 

Nicolás Gravel  

Nicolás Gravel is a researcher specializing in brain imaging and systems neuroscience. He holds a BSc 
degree in biology from the Universidad de Chile and graduated with a PhD degree in behavioural and 
cognitive neuroscience at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands. His research focuses on visual 
perception and uses behavioral, eye tracking and neuroimaging techniques. He has presented his work at 
international conferences and workshops and has published in peer-reviewed journals. 

https://scholar.google.cl/citations?user=XFvnTesAAAAJ&hl=en&fbclid=IwAR24tr9O9NYNFcffew2opWYWO
hftmkb0dFetZ4MbnnKari-4saUPWsXsYxk

Transparencies 

A vinyl release and accompanying exhibition event by curatorial art collective Research and Waves 

featuring work by: 

Jasmina Al-Qaisi | Sam Conran | Patrick Cruz | Nicolás Gravel | Galina Kruzhilina | Louise Vind Nielsen | Fritz Laszlo Weber

https://jasminescu.com/
http://www.samconran.com/
http://www.patrickcruz.org
https://scholar.google.cl/citations?user=XFvnTesAAAAJ&hl=en&fbclid=IwAR24tr9O9NYNFcffew2opWYWOhftmkb
https://scholar.google.cl/citations?user=XFvnTesAAAAJ&hl=en&fbclid=IwAR24tr9O9NYNFcffew2opWYWOhftmkb


Galina Kruzhilina 

World is divided into objects of daily life and at the same objects described by physics. British 
astrophysicist Arthur Eddington, widely known for his observations of solar eclipses, said: “Yes, there is a 
duplicates of every object about me — two tables, two chairs, two pens”. The scien tist reduce the table 
to tiny particles invisible to the eye; the humanist reduces it to a series of effects on people and other 
things. At this moment we should assume that there is something in between and remember the American 
professor Graham Harman, who argues that there is a third table, which, perhaps, represents the art and 
“which do not seem to reduce tables either to quarks and electrons or to table-effects on humans”. 
Objects are deeper than their appearance to the human mind but also deeper than their relations to one 
another. In my works I want to show this multi layered world and my experience of each of the “tables”. 
I am mostly interested in redis covering the basics, for exam ple our attitude to colour and symbols that 
nowadays almost lost its sacral mean ing. After getting a very classical education in Saint Petersburg Art 
and Design Academy with every day classes of drawing, painting, sketching, anatomy and composition, I 
decided to get more experiences in modern technologies and philosophy. Attending class es of professors 
from around the world and absorbing the general international atmosphere of the University of the Arts in 
Bremen formed my artist’s statement. I am very focused to be a good craftsman in this digi talized time. 
My interests and skills are spread from cinema to fabric dying and from ceramics to graphic design. I, 
like Wassily Kandinsky, believe in the merge of arts. I have worked with variety of materials and printing 
techniques. For example, for my master project I did an“Object of Spontaneous Patterning” that was made 
from water soluble material, and my master thesis is a collection of costumes with patterns silk screen 
printed with thermochromic inks. 

instagram.com/shoplift_x_88

Louise Vind Nielsen

Louise Vind Nielsen (b. 1984, Denmark) is a Hamburg-based conceptual sound, performance and visual 
artist. Her body of work deals with the interrelations between human and machine in a diverse artistic 
practise between poetry and social engagement, examining complex themes often with an obscure and 
humorous approach. In this way she performs as “Umuligt Instrument” becoming 50% human 50% woman, 
50% drum machine with help of a specially designed suit. Her Hamburg-based project “Radikal Unsichtbar 
- Centre for Collective Learning and Radical Listening” aims to explore a language of listening through 
workshops, writings and performances. Louise holds a degree from the Det Jyske Kunstakademi - Diplom 
(MFA) from 2013 studied at Hochschule fur Bildende Künste Hamburg (2011-12).

louisevindnielsen.net

Fritz Laszlo Weber

Fritz Laszlo Weber studied Visual Communication until 2017 at the School of Art and Design Kassel with 
a focus on New Media, as well as Theory and Practice of Visual Communication. In 2018, he joined the 
masterclass program at the Fine Arts Department of the University of Arts Bremen. He is interested in 
critical research on historical and current realities of communality. His individual and collective works are 
presented within the sphere of Art and Film, but also outside of it, for examples as part of the Society of 
Friends of Halit, which formed in the context of the people’s tribunal „Unraveling the NSU-Complex“.

fritz-weber.de

www.researchandwaves.net | soundcloud.com/researchandwaves | facebook.com/researchandwaves | instagram.com/researchandwaves
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